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Interval Refinement Phase
►Once a bracket has been established around the optimum, 
then more sophisticated interval reduction schemes can be 
applied to obtain a refined estimate of the optimum point.

Search methods can be broken down into two phases:
Bounding Phase
Interval Refinement Phase

►Interval Halving. This method deletes exactly one-half the 
interval at each stage. This is also called a three-point equal-
interval search since it works with three equally spaced trial 
points in the search interval.

►The basic steps of the search procedure for finding the 
minimum of a function ƒ(x) over the interval (a, b) are as 
follows:



the points x1, xm, and x2 are all equally spaced at one-fourth the interval. 

Step 3.Step 3. Compare ƒ(x1) and ƒ(xm).
(i) If (i) If ƒƒ((xx11) ) << ƒƒ((xxmm),), then drop the interval (xm, b) by setting b = xm. 
The midpoint of the new search interval will now be x1. (xm = x1). 
Go to step 5.
(ii) If ƒ(x1) ≥ ƒ(xm), go to step 4.
Step 4.Step 4. Compare ƒ(x2) and ƒ(xm).
(i) If ƒ(x2) < ƒ(xm), drop the interval (a, xm) by setting a = xm. 
Since the midpoint of the new interval will now be x2, (xm = x2). 
Go to step 5.
(ii) If ƒ(x2) ≥ ƒ(xm), drop the interval (a, x1) and (x2, b). Set a=x1
and b = x2. Note that xm continues to be the midpoint of the new 
interval. Go to step 5.
Step 5.Step 5. Compute L = b – a. If │L│ is small, terminate. Otherwise 
return to step 2.



RemarksRemarks
1. At each stage of the algorithm, exactly half the length of the 

search interval is deleted.

2. The midpoint of subsequent intervals is always equal to 
one of the previous trial points x1, x2, or xm. 

3. After n functional evaluations, the initial search interval will 
be reduced to (½)nn/2/2.

4. It has been shown by Kiefer that out of all equal-interval 
searches (two-point, three-point, four-point, etc.), the three-
point search or interval halving is the most efficient.









Golden Section Search.Golden Section Search. In our discussion of region 
elimination methods and minimax search strategies, 
we have observed the following:

1. If only two trials are available, then it is best to locate 
them equidistant from the center of the interval.

2. In general, the minimax strategy suggests that trials 
be placed symmetrically in the interval so that the 
subinterval eliminated will be of the same length
regardless of the outcome of the trials.

3. The search scheme should require the evaluation of
only one new point at each step.



Hence, with the choice of 
τ satisfying 11––ττ = = ττ22, the 
symmetric search pattern 
of Figure 2.11 is retained 
in the reduced interval of 
Figure 2.13. The solution 
of the quadratic equation 
is

the positive component of 
which is ττ == 0.618030.61803

The search scheme for 
locating trial points based 
upon this ratio is known as 
golden section search.golden section search.



Example 2.7 Golden Section SearchExample 2.7 Golden Section Search
Minimize ƒƒ((xx) = (100 ) = (100 –– xx))22 over the bounded interval 60 ≤ x ≤ 150
For convenience, we rescale the interval to unit length by defining



which corresponds to an interval of 8.1 in variable x. This is a 
substantial improvement over the 11.25 achieved with interval halvingwith interval halving..

In general, if the left and right endpoints of the remaining interval of 
uncertainty (indicated by XR and XL) are saved, then all subsequent 
golden section trials can be calculated as either

where n is the evaluation index.



Comparison of Region Elimination MethodsComparison of Region Elimination Methods
we consider the fractional reduction (FR)fractional reduction (FR) of the original interval as 
a measure of merit of region elimination methods.



POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION OR POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION OR 
POINT ESTIMATION METHODSPOINT ESTIMATION METHODS

►If the function is smoothfunction is smooth, then it can be approximated by a approximated by a 
polynomialpolynomial, and the approximating polynomialapproximating polynomial can then be 
used to predictpredict the location of the optimumoptimum. 
►For this strategy to be effective, it is only necessary for the 
function in question to be both unimodalunimodal and continuouscontinuous.

2.4.1 Quadratic Estimation Methods2.4.1 Quadratic Estimation Methods
The simplest polynomial interpolation is a quadratic approximation.

Given three consecutive points xx11, , xx22, , xx33 and their corresponding 
function values ƒƒ11, , ƒƒ22, , ƒƒ33, we seek to determine three constants 
aa00, , aa11, and , and aa22 such that the quadratic function



»»»



Example 2.8 Quadratic Search

Consider the estimation of the minimum of

on the interval 1 ≤ x ≤ 5. Let x1 = 1, x3 = 5, and choose as x2 the 
midpoint x2 = 3. Evaluating the function, we obtain

ƒ1 = 18        ƒ2 = 23.33          ƒ3 = 53.2



2.4.2 Successive Quadratic Estimation Method2.4.2 Successive Quadratic Estimation Method

Developed by Powell, this method uses successive quadratic 
estimation. The algorithm is outlined below. Let x1 be the initial 
point and Δx the selected step size.



Example 2.9 PowellExample 2.9 Powell’’s Methods Method
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